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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Reinforcement learning environm …

Contribution ID: 2 Type: Lightning talk

Reinforcement learning environment for deep learn
physics dataset

Friday, 23 October 2020 10:30 (5 minutes)

Deep learn physics open dataset contains thousands of frames LARTPC detector data. The main
problem of the dataset is semantic segmentation. This problem has been solved succesfully with
modified version of U-Net, as well as graph-networks. The main difficulty of this problem lays
within the sparcity of data (thin tracks inside pixels, or voxels) which make it difficult to feed clas-
sical machine learning algorithms. Altough the translation of a problem to reinforcement learn-
ing usually performs suboptimally compared to supervised machine learning, we propose library
called LARTPC-game, which translates the deep learn physics dataset to reinforcement learning
environment. It is not motivated by increased performance, but in novelty of a application of re-
inforcement learning in such kind of problems, as well as by a possibility of introducing a model
more closely related to physics than others. This library may be used to require the model to be-
have exactly as a particle would behave, thus creating model of particle, directly from detector
data.

Primary author: Mr MAJEWSKI, Maciej (AGH-UST)

Presenters: Mr MAJEWSKI, Maciej (AGH-UST); MAJEWSKI, Maciej Witold (AGH University of
Science and Technology (PL))

Session Classification: Workshop
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Accelerated pixel detector tracklet …

Contribution ID: 5 Type: Regular talk

Accelerated pixel detector tracklet finding with
Graph Neural Networks on FPGAs

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 14:00 (20 minutes)

Track finding is a critical and computationally expensive step of object reconstruction for the LHC
detectors. The current method of track reconstruction is a physics-inspired Kalman Filter guided
combinatorial search. This procedure is highly accurate but is sequential and thus scales poorly
with increased luminosity like that planned for the HL-LHC. It is therefore necessary to consider
new methods for representing and reconstructing tracks.

This work makes use of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to explore possible improvements to track
finding efficiency in the HL-LHC environment. A graph is constructed from each event by mapping
hits in the pixel detector to graph nodes and constructing connecting edges using a physics-driven
pre-processing. An edge-classification GNN is then used to assign physics-based probabilities to
the connections. Finally, a post-processing algorithm is applied to iterate through the GNN labeled
edges and form final track candidates.

We focus on a specific HL-LHC use case: tracklet finding in the innermost pixel detector using
the expected Phase 2 geometry. Both ATLAS and CMS utilize inside-out track reconstruction
algorithms that are seeded from the pixel detector making this a critical computing problem for
HL-LHC development. This study will provide insight into the impact these novel algorithms can
have on compute-intensive and physics-critical reconstruction.

The GNN-based tracking can be further accelerated by implementing the inference network di-
rectly on FPGAs. This would improve the computational throughput of a critical reconstruction
step and could allow the GNN algorithm to be used in the High-Level Trigger system.

This talk will present and compare a variety of graph construction methods, GNN architectures
(GCNs, edge convolutions, and Interaction Networks), post-processing track finding (Union Find
and DBScan), and data augmentations that have been explored to understand the balance between
tracking accuracy and algorithmic processing efficiency. We will also present initial studies on
implementing these GNNs and related algorithms on FPGAs.

Primary authors: THAIS, Savannah Jennifer (Princeton University (US)); GRAY, Lindsey (Fermi
National Accelerator Lab. (US)); ATKINSON, Markus Julian (Univ. Illinois at Urbana Champaign
(US)); DEZOORT, Gage (Princeton University (US)); OJALVO, Isobel (Princeton University (US)); NEUBAUER,
Mark (Univ. Illinois at Urbana Champaign (US)); DUARTE, Javier Mauricio (Univ. of California San
Diego (US)); RAZAVIMALEKI, Vesal; HEINTZ, Aneesh (Cornell University)

Presenter: THAIS, Savannah Jennifer (Princeton University (US))

Session Classification: Workshop
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Matrix Element Regression with D …

Contribution ID: 6 Type: Regular talk

Matrix Element Regression with Deep Neural
Networks – breaking the CPU barrier

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 12:00 (20 minutes)

The Matrix Element Method (MEM) is a powerful method to extract information from measured
events at collider experiments. Compared to multivariate techniques built on large sets of experi-
mental data, the MEM does not rely on an examples-based learning phase but directly exploits our
knowledge of the physics processes. This comes at a price, both in term of complexity and comput-
ing time since the required multi-dimensional integral of a rapidly varying function needs to be
evaluated for every event and physics process considered. This can be mitigated by optimizing the
integration, as is done in the MoMEMta package, but the computing time remains a concern, and
often makes the use of the MEM in full-scale analysis unpractical or impossible. We investigate in
this paper the use of a Deep Neural Network (DNN) built by regression of the MEM integral as an
ansatz for analysis, especially in the search for new physics.

Primary authors: BURY, Florian (UCLouvain - CP3); DELAERE, Christophe

Presenter: BURY, Florian (UCLouvain - CP3)

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 3 ML for simulation and surrogate model : Application of Machine
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Quantum Graph Neural Networks …

Contribution ID: 7 Type: Regular talk

Quantum Graph Neural Networks for Track
Reconstruction in Particle Physics and Beyond

Thursday, 22 October 2020 09:20 (20 minutes)

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) will
undergo an upgrade to further increase the instantaneous rate of particle collisions (luminosity)
and become the High Luminosity LHC. This increase in luminosity, will yield many more detector
hits (occupancy), and thus measurements will pose a challenge to track reconstruction algorithms
being responsible to determine particle trajectories from those hits. Similar challenges exist in
non-high energy physics (HEP) trajectory reconstruction use-cases. High occupancy, track den-
sity, complexity and fast growth exponentially increase the demand of algorithms in terms of time,
memory and computing resources.
Graph Neural Networks are currently explored for HEP, but also non-HEP trajectory reconstruc-
tion applications. Use of Quantum Computers in HEP applications is also a new trend with their
feature of evaluating a very large number of states simultaneously are therefore good candidates
for such complex searches in large parameter and graph spaces.
In this work, we discuss the use of Parametrized Quantum Circuits (PQC) as an additional hidden
layer to a previously suggested classical Graph Neural Network model (HEP.TrkX) for particle
track reconstruction. The new model, which we call the Quantum Graph Neural Network (QGNN)
model, is a hybrid model that can handle graph data and perform edge classification with the help
of Quantum Circuits that are compatible with Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices.
We further discuss the track reconstruction as an analogous problem with flight trajectory recon-
struction in aviation industry and provide a non-HEP application for the QGNN model. The initial
model that can perform edge classification on HEP data was presented at the Connecting the Dots
workshop.

Primary authors: TUYSUZ, Cenk (Middle East Technical University (TR)); Prof. DEMIRKOZ,
Bilge (Middle East Technical University (TR)); DOBOS, Daniel (Lancaster University (GB)); BERN-
HARD-NOVOTNY, Kristiane Sylvia (gluoNNet); RIEGER, Carla Sophie; POTAMIANOS, Karolos (Uni-
versity of Oxford (GB)); CARMINATI, Federico (CERN); Dr VALLECORSA, Sofia (CERN); Prof. FRA-
CAS, Fabio (Universita e INFN, Padova (IT)); Dr VLIMANT, Jean-Roch (California Institute of Technol-
ogy (US))

Presenter: TUYSUZ, Cenk (Middle East Technical University (TR))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 13 Other
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions UCluster: Unsupervised clustering …

Contribution ID: 8 Type: Lightning talk

UCluster: Unsupervised clustering for HEP
Friday, 23 October 2020 11:55 (5 minutes)

In this talk I will present an unsupervised clustering (UCluster) method where a neural network is
used to reduce the dimensionality of the data, while preserving the event information. The reduced
representation is then clustered to a k-means friendly space with a suitable loss function. I will
show how this idea can be used to unsupervised multi-class classification and anomaly detection.

Primary author: MIKUNI, Vinicius Massami (Universitaet Zuerich (CH))

Presenter: MIKUNI, Vinicius Massami (Universitaet Zuerich (CH))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 1 ML for data reduction : Application of Machine Learning to data
reduction, reconstruction, building/tagging of intermediate object
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Teaching Machine Learning with …

Contribution ID: 9 Type: Regular talk

Teaching Machine Learning with ATLAS Open Data
Friday, 23 October 2020 14:00 (20 minutes)

Open Data are a crucial cornerstone of science. Using Open Data brings benefits such as direct
access to cutting edge research, tools to promote public understanding of science and training
for scientists of the future. This talk will describe the enormous potential of ATLAS Open Data
and how it’s used for training, courses and tutorials in machine learning, from undergraduate
and postgraduate teaching to workshops and summer schools, using online resources and video
tutorials. Applications could be to teach the use of neural networks and even the principles of
deep learning.

Primary authors: Dr SHAW, Kate (University of Sussex (GB)); EVANS, Meirin Oan (University of
Sussex (GB)); STEVENSON, Thomas James (University of Sussex (GB))

Presenter: EVANS, Meirin Oan (University of Sussex (GB))

Session Classification: Workshop
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Active Anomaly Detection for …

Contribution ID: 10 Type: Regular talk

Active Anomaly Detection for time-domain
discoveries

Friday, 23 October 2020 14:20 (20 minutes)

We present the first application of adaptive machine learning to the identification of anomalies
in a data set of non-periodic time series. The method follows an active learning strategy where
highly informative objects are selected to be labelled. This new information is subsequently used
to improve the machine learning model, allowing its accuracy to evolve with the addition of human
feedback. For the case of anomaly detection, the algorithm aims to maximize the number of real
anomalies presented to the expert by slightly modifying the decision boundary of a traditional
isolation forest in each iteration. As a proof of concept, we apply the Active Anomaly Discovery
(AAD) algorithm to light curves from the Open Supernova Catalog and compare its results to those
of a static Isolation Forest (IF). For both methods, we visually inspected objects within 2% highest
anomaly scores. We show that AAD was able to identify ∼ 80% more true anomalies than IF. This
result is the first evidence that AAD algorithms can play a central role in the search for new physics
in complex datasets.

Primary authors: DE OLIVEIRA ISHIDA, Emille Eugenia (CNRS); Dr KORNILOV, Matwey (Moscow
State University); Dr MALANCHEV, Konstantin (Moscow State University); Dr PRUZHINSKAYA,
Maria (Moscow State University); Dr KOROLEV, Vladmir (Moscow Institute of Physics and Technol-
ogy)

Co-authors: Dr VOLNOVA, Alina (Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences); Mr
MONDON, Florian (LPC - Clermont); Mrs SREEJITH, Sreevarsha (LPC - Clermont); Dr MALANCHEVA,
Anastasia (Cinimex); Dr DAS, Shubhomoy (Washington State University)

Presenter: DE OLIVEIRA ISHIDA, Emille Eugenia (CNRS)

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 9 ML for astroparticle
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions AutoDQM: A Statistical Tool for M …

Contribution ID: 11 Type: Regular talk

AutoDQM: A Statistical Tool for Monitoring Data
Quality in the CMS Detector

Thursday, 22 October 2020 09:00 (20 minutes)

AutoDQM is an automated monitoring system which implements statistical tests and machine
learning (ML) algorithms to compare data runs and flag anomalies for CMS data quality. It is used
in conjunction with the existing Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) software to reduce the time and
labor required of shifters during collision running by identifying anomalous behavior for further
review from system experts. AutoDQM was used during the end of data-taking in Run 2 of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and is being expanded for Run 3. The tool is currently being designed
to monitor the Level-1 Trigger (L1T) and all four muon sub-detectors: Cathode Strip Chambers
(CSC), Drift Tube chambers (DT), Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), and Gas Electron Multiplier
chambers (GEM). To maintain the quality of collision data in future runs of the LHC, where the
data rate is expected to increase, a suite of ML techniques is being developed to be used within the
AutoDQM tool.

Primary author: NGUYEN, Vivan Thi (Northeastern University (US))

Presenter: NGUYEN, Vivan Thi (Northeastern University (US))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 10 ML for experimental particle physics
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Design by intelligent committee: u …

Contribution ID: 12 Type: Regular talk

Design by intelligent committee: use of machine
learning as a scientific advisor

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 16:30 (20 minutes)

Experimental measurements in high energy physics are primarily designed using the expert knowl-
edge and intuition of the analysers, who define their background rejection cuts, control/signal re-
gions and observables of interest based on their understanding of the physical processes involved.
More recently, modern multivariate analysis techniques such as neural density estimation and
boosted decision trees have allowed analysers to interpret their data in a way which sets highly-
optimised limits on specific new physics models. However, in all experiments where data is costly,
a high value is placed on model-independent measurements which characterise the data in a way
which captures the salient features of the physical processes involved, but without assuming any
new physics model in particular.

We demonstrate the use of neural density estimation as an “insight extractor”, capable of advis-
ing the analyser about which observables take precedence when constraining benchmark models,
and further suggesting optimal selection criteria. The analyser can then design their experimental
measurements ensuring that no potentially-sensitive observations are neglected, whilst the mea-
surements themselves remain model-independent. Such an approach leverages the ability of neural
networks to capture high dimensional dependencies in both the observable and parameter spaces.
As an exploratory example, we consider the design of differential cross section measurements that
can be used to constrain models of new phenomena, using data on the electroweak production of
Z bosons in association with two jets interpreted using the Standard Model effective field theory
(EFT) as a benchmark model. This approach can equally be applied in both EFT frameworks and
complete beyond-the-Standard-Model theories to enhance the potential for scientific discovery.

Primary authors: PRICE, Darren (University of Manchester and The Alan Turing Institute); MENARY,
Stephen Burns (University of Manchester)

Presenter: MENARY, Stephen Burns (University of Manchester)

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 2 ML for analysis : Application of Machine Learning to analysis, event
classification and fundamental parameters inference
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Pre-Learning a Geometry Using M …

Contribution ID: 13 Type: Lightning talk

Pre-Learning a Geometry Using Machine Learning to
Accelerate High Energy Physics Detector Simulations

Friday, 23 October 2020 15:00 (5 minutes)

The simulation of the passage of particles through the LHC detectors occupies already more than a
third of the available computing resources and it’s predicted to exceed them after 2026, for the ex-
ample of the ATLAS detector. Significant portion of the most prevalent simulation toolkit, Geant4,
is spent to explore the geometry of the detector volume in order to calculate a particle instance fly
path. Machine learning algorithms are utilized to learn the geometry beforehand in order to re-
duce the computational demand while the actual simulation is being produced. A high dimensional
map of the geometry is constructed that guides the simulation to explore complex geometries. To
achieve this a complete pipeline of data generation and storage, ML training and optimization
is employed at Argonne National Laboratory computing facilities. The purpose of the work pre-
sented is to demonstrate whether the ML assisted geometry exploration can achieve accelerated
simulations compared to pure Geant4 in complex geometries.

Primary authors: KOURLITIS, Evangelos (Argonne National Laboratory (US)); HOPKINS, Walter
(Argonne National Laboratory (US)); BENJAMIN, Doug (Argonne National Laboratory (US))

Presenter: KOURLITIS, Evangelos (Argonne National Laboratory (US))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 3 ML for simulation and surrogate model : Application of Machine
Learning to simulation or other cases where it is deemed to replace an existing complex model
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Hyperparameter Optimisation for …

Contribution ID: 14 Type: Lightning talk

Hyperparameter Optimisation for Machine Learning
using ATLAS Grid and HPC

Thursday, 22 October 2020 11:30 (5 minutes)

With the emerging of more and more sophisticated machine learning models in high energy
physics, optimising the parameters of the models (hyperparameters) is becoming more and more
crucial in order to get the best performance for physics analysis. This requires a lot of computing
resources. So far, many of the training results are worked out in a personal computer or a local in-
stitution cluster, which prevents people from going to a wider search space or testing more brave
ideas. We minimise the obstacle by implementing a hyperparameter optimisation (HPO) infras-
tructure into the ATLAS Computing Grid. Users submit one task of HPO and the Grid will take
care of the optimisation procedure to return the best hyperparameter back to users. I will discuss
about using High Performance Computers under this context as well.

Primary authors: ZHANG, Rui (University of Wisconsin Madison (US)); GUAN, Wen (University
of Wisconsin (US)); MAENO, Tadashi (Brookhaven National Laboratory (US)); LIN, Fa-Hui (University
of Texas at Arlington (US)); WENAUS, Torre (Brookhaven National Laboratory (US)); CHENG, Alkaid
(University of Wisconsin Madison (US))

Presenter: ZHANG, Rui (University of Wisconsin Madison (US))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 6 ML infrastructure : Hardware and software for Machine Learn-
ing
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions MLaaS4HEP: Machine Learning as …

Contribution ID: 16 Type: Lightning talk

MLaaS4HEP: Machine Learning as a Service for HEP
Thursday, 22 October 2020 11:20 (5 minutes)

Machine Learning is increasingly used in many fields of HEP and will give its contribute in the
upcoming High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) program at CERN. The raising of data produced needs
new approaches to train and use ML models. In this presentation we discuss the Machine Learning
as a Service (MLaaS) infrastructure, that allows to read data directly in the ROOT format exploiting
the World-Wide LHC Grid (WLCG) infrastructure for remote data access, and provide pre-trained
models via HTTP protocol. In particular, we demonstrate the usage of MLaaS solution for a con-
crete physics use-case based on tt̄ Higgs analysis. We provide some details on this particular
use-case and a measure of the performances.

Primary authors: GIOMMI, Luca (Universita e INFN, Bologna (IT)); KUZNETSOV, Valentin Y
(Cornell University (US))

Co-author: Prof. BONACORSI, Daniele (University of Bologna)

Presenter: GIOMMI, Luca (Universita e INFN, Bologna (IT))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 6 ML infrastructure : Hardware and software for Machine Learn-
ing
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions SWAN: Powering CERN’s Data A …

Contribution ID: 17 Type: Regular talk

SWAN: Powering CERN’s Data Analytics and
Machine Learning Use cases

Thursday, 22 October 2020 10:20 (20 minutes)

SWAN (Service for Web-based ANalysis) is CERN’s general-purpose Jupyter notebook service. It
offers a pre-configured, fully-fledged, and easy to use environment, integrating CERN-IT compute,
GPU, storage, and analytics services, available at a simple mouse click. In this talk, we will describe
the currently deployed SWAN service, as well as recent developments and service improvements
that can be useful for data scientists, ML practitioners, and physicists at CERN. In particular, we
will cover the use of GPUs for model training, the availability of distributed computing using Spark
for data preparation, and recent work to deploy SWAN on public clouds (OCI).

Primary authors: CANALI, Luca (CERN); CASTELLOTTI, Riccardo (CERN); KOTHURI, Prasanth
(CERN)

Presenters: CANALI, Luca (CERN); CASTELLOTTI, Riccardo (CERN); KOTHURI, Prasanth (CERN)

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 6 ML infrastructure : Hardware and software for Machine Learn-
ing
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Reduced Precision Strategies for D …

Contribution ID: 18 Type: Regular talk

Reduced Precision Strategies for Deep Learning:
3DGAN Use Case

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 10:40 (20 minutes)

Deep learning simulations are known as computational heavy with the need of a lot of memory
and bandwidth. A promising approach to make deep learning more efficient and to reduce its
hardware workload is to quantize the parameters of the model to lower precision. This approach
results in lower execution inference time, lower memory footprint and lower memory bandwidth.
We will research the effects of low precision inference of a deep generative adversarial network
[1] model which consists of a convolutional neural network. The use case is for calorimeter detec-
tor simulations of subatomic particle interactions in accelerator based high energy physics. We
are comparing the inference results of the generated electron showers with the training data for
different numerical bit formats and benchmark these in terms of computation and physics accu-
racy. The model we are quantizing, is a modified 3DGAN [2] prototype based on 2D convolutional
layers. With this prototype we gained a factor 3 runtime speed up.
+
[1] I. J. Goodfellow, J. Pouget-Abadie, M. Mirza, B. Xu, D. Warde-Farley, S. Ozair, A. Courville, and
Y. Bengio, “Generative adversarial networks,” 2014.
[2] G. r. Khattak, S. Vallecorsa, and F. Carminati, “Three dimensional energy parametrized genera-
tive adversarial networks for electromagnetic shower simulation,” in 2018 25th IEEE International
Conference on Image Processing (ICIP), 2018, pp. 3913–3917.

Primary authors: Mr REHM, Florian (Hochschule Coburg (DE)); Mrs VALLECORSA, Sofia

Co-authors: Mr SALETORE, Vikram; PABST, Hans; CHAIBI, Adel

Presenter: Mr REHM, Florian (Hochschule Coburg (DE))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 3 ML for simulation and surrogate model : Application of Machine
Learning to simulation or other cases where it is deemed to replace an existing complex model
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Hit-reco: ProtoDUNE denoising w …

Contribution ID: 19 Type: Regular talk

Hit-reco: ProtoDUNE denoising with DL models
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 15:00 (20 minutes)

We present Hit-reco model for denoising and region of interest selection on raw simulation data
from ProtoDUNE experiment. ProtoDUNE detector is hosted by CERN and it aims to test and cal-
ibrate technologies for DUNE, a forthcoming experiment in neutrino physics. Hit-reco leverages
deep learning algorithms to make the first step in the reconstruction workchain, which consists
in converting digital detector signals into physical high level quantities. We benchmark the artifi-
cial intelligence based approach against traditional algorithms implemented by the DUNE collab-
oration. We investigate the capability of graph convolutional neural networks, while exploiting
multi-GPU setups to accelerate training and inference processes.

Primary author: ROSSI, Marco

Presenter: ROSSI, Marco

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 1 ML for data reduction : Application of Machine Learning to data
reduction, reconstruction, building/tagging of intermediate object
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Identifying jets in the Lund plane

Contribution ID: 20 Type: Regular talk

Identifying jets in the Lund plane
Thursday, 22 October 2020 11:35 (20 minutes)

The identification of heavy particles such as top quarks or vector bosons is one of the key issues
at the Large Hadron Collider. In this talk, we introduce a novel jet tagging method which relies
on graph neural networks and an efficient description of the radiation patterns within a jet to
optimally disentangle signatures of boosted objects from background QCD jets. We apply this
framework to a number of different benchmarks, showing improved performance for Top tagging
compared to existing algorithms. We study the robustness to non-perturbative and detector effects,
and show how kinematic cuts in the Lund plane can mitigate overfitting of the neural network.
Finally, we compare the scaling of the performance as a function of the computational cost for
several methods.

Primary author: Dr DREYER, Frederic Alexandre (University of Oxford)

Presenter: Dr DREYER, Frederic Alexandre (University of Oxford)

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 11 ML for phenomenology and theory
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions A readily-interpretable fully- …

Contribution ID: 21 Type: Lightning talk

A readily-interpretable fully-convolutional
autoencoder-like algorithm for unlabelled waveform

analysis
Friday, 23 October 2020 12:00 (5 minutes)

Waveform analysis is a crucial first step in the data processing pipeline for any particle physics
experiment. Its accuracy, therefore, can limit the overall analysis performance although wave-
form analyses often face a variety of challenges, for example: overlapping ‘pile-up’ pulses, noise,
non-linearities, floating baselines. Historically, many experiments have viewed template fitting as
the optimal way to recover information about the underlying impulses. Here we demonstrate the
connection between convolutional methods and template fitting, and adapt these approaches to
overcoming typical challenges of waveform analysis.
Having set this foundation, we develop these concepts into a fully-convolutional autoencoder-like
algorithm, capable of learning from unlabelled data. Being fully-convolutional this algorithm is
capable of handling arbitrary length waveforms, but consequently the encoded space aims not for
the dimensionality reduction of a typical autoencoder but rather sparsity in its activation. More-
over, being based on the fundamental understanding developed in the first part of the talk, this
model is highly constrained, with each internal convolutional layer offering a straightforward in-
terpretation. We finalise this talk with comparisons of the performance of this algorithm and more
traditional approaches under several scenarios and consider some future potential directions.

Primary authors: KRIKLER, Benjamin (University of Bristol (GB)); ERIKSEN, Sam (University of
Bristol); FLACHER, Henning (University of Bristol (GB))

Presenter: KRIKLER, Benjamin (University of Bristol (GB))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 1 ML for data reduction : Application of Machine Learning to data
reduction, reconstruction, building/tagging of intermediate object
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Distributed training of graph neur …

Contribution ID: 22 Type: Lightning talk

Distributed training of graph neural network at HPC
Thursday, 22 October 2020 11:25 (5 minutes)

Graph Neural Networks (GNN) are trainable functions that operate on a graph to learn latent graph
attributes and to form a parameterized message-passing by which information is propagated across
the graph, ultimately learning sophisticated graph attributes. Its application in the High Energy
Physics grows rapidly in the past years, ranging from event reconstructions to data analyses, from
precision measurements to the search of new physics. The size and complexity of the graphs
are also growing. Because graph data structure is irregular and sparse, it imposes non-trivial
computational challenges. Currently AI hardwares primarily focus on accelerating dense 1D or
2D arrays, to some extend neglecting sparse and irregular tensor calculations. In this talk, we
take the GNN architecture used by the Exa.TrkX collaboration for track reconstruction and the
tracking ML challenge dataset as the benchmark in evaluating distributed strategies and Artificial
Intelligent (AI) accelerators. We study different AI accelerators that are either in the cloud or at
a High Performance Computing center. We also study different distributed training strategies for
GNN and the scalabilities of these training strategies on different AI accelerators. Finally, the talk
ends with an outlook on deploying GNN for real-time data processing.

Primary author: JU, Xiangyang (Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. (US))

Presenter: JU, Xiangyang (Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. (US))

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 6 ML infrastructure : Hardware and software for Machine Learn-
ing
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions High Fidelity Simulation of High G …

Contribution ID: 23 Type: Lightning talk

High Fidelity Simulation of High Granularity
Calorimeters with High Speed

Friday, 23 October 2020 15:05 (5 minutes)

In this talk, we investigate the use of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and a new architec-
ture – the Bounded Information Bottleneck Autoencoder (Bib-AE) – for modeling electromagnetic
showers in the central region of the Silicon-Tungsten calorimeter of the proposed International
Large Detector. An accurate simulation of differential distributions including for the first time
the shape of the minimum-ionizing-particle peak compared to a full GEANT4 simulation for a
high-granularity calorimeter with 27k simulated channels have been achieved. Our results fur-
ther strengthen the case of using generative networks for fast simulation and demonstrate that
physically relevant differential distributions can be described with high accuracy. Furthermore, a
detailed investigation of the latent space encoded by Bib-AE has been carried out.

Primary authors: EREN, Engin (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY); DIEFENBACHER,
Sascha Daniel (Hamburg University (DE))

Presenter: EREN, Engin (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY)

Session Classification: Workshop

Track Classification: 3 ML for simulation and surrogate model : Application of Machine
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions GANplifying Event Samples

Contribution ID: 24 Type: Regular talk

GANplifying Event Samples
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 10:00 (20 minutes)

Generative machine learning models have been successfully applied to many problems in particle
physics, ranging from event generation to fast calorimeter simulation to many more. This indi-
cates that generative models have the potential to become a mainstay in many simulation chains.
However, one question that still remains is whether a generative model can have increased statis-
tical precision compared to the data it was trained on. I.e. whether one can meaningfully draw
more samples from a generative model than the ones it was trained with. We explore this using
three examples and demonstrate that generative models indeed have the capability to amplify data
sets.

Based on arxiv.org/abs/2008.06545

Primary authors: BUTTER, Anja; NACHMAN, Ben (Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. (US)); KASIECZKA,
Gregor (Hamburg University (DE)); DIEFENBACHER, Sascha Daniel (Hamburg University (DE)); PLEHN,
Tilman (Heidelberg University)

Presenter: DIEFENBACHER, Sascha Daniel (Hamburg University (DE))
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4th Inter- … / Report of Contributions Set2Graph: Secondary Vertex find …
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Set2Graph: Secondary Vertex finding in Jets with
Neural Networks

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 14:20 (20 minutes)

(due to slow internet connection : youtube video + recording of Q&A)

Secondary vertex finding is a crucial task for identifying jets containing heavy flavor hadron de-
cays.
Bottom jets in particular have a very distinctive topology of → → decay which gives rise to
two secondary vertices with high invariant mass and several associated charged tracks.

Existing secondary vertex finding algorithms search for intersecting particle tracks, and group
them into secondary vertices based on geometrical constraints. We propose an algorithm where
the vertex finding step is performed with a graph neural network. Tracks are represented as ob-
jects in an unordered set, and our proposed model learns a function from this set to a graph that
represents the vertex structure in the jet. We prove that models with this structure have maximal
expressive power for all (continuous) set to graph functions.

We present performance metrics for evaluating vertex finding performance, and compare the per-
formance of several different graph network architectures on a simulated dataset.

Primary authors: GROSS, Eilam (Weizmann Institute of Science (IL)); GANGULY, Sanmay (Weiz-
mann Institute of Science (IL)); CRANMER, Kyle Stuart (New York University (US)); SHLOMI, Jonathan
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Zero-Permutation Jet Parton Assignment
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 16:10 (20 minutes)

For many top quark measurements, it is essential to reconstruct the top quark from its decay
products. For example, the top quark pair production process in the all-jets final state has six
jets initiated from daughter partons and additional jets from initial/final state radiation. Due to
the many possible permutations, it is very hard to assign jets to partons. We use a deep neural
network with an attention-based architecture together with a new objective function to the jet-
parton assignment problem. Our novel deep learning model and the physics-inspired objective
function enable jet-parton assignment with high-dimensional data while the attention mechanism
bypasses the combinatorial explosion that usually leads to intractable computational requirements.
The model can also be applied as a classifier to reject the overwhelming QCD background, showing
increased performance over standard classification methods.

Primary authors: YANG, Seungjin (University of Seoul, Department of Physics (KR)); LEE, Jason
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Estimating Support Size of Distribution Learnt by
Generative Adversarial Networks for Particle

Detector Simulation
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 11:05 (5 minutes)

Generative Adversarial Networks are usually used to generate images similar to the provided train-
ing data. The 3DGAN introduced in Khattak et al 2019 has the ability to simulate data from High
Energy Physics detectors where each shower is represented by a three dimensional image. To
evaluate the results, the generated images were compared to Monte Carlo GEANT4 simulations in
terms of physics quantities where a high level of agreement was found. The question is whether
the 3DGAN actually learns the target distribution. We use the Jensen-Shannon divergence to com-
pute distances between energy depositions along different axis and we adjust the test introduced
in Arora et al 2017 based on the birthday paradox to estimate the support size of the distribution
learnt by the 3DGAN.
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Object condensation: one-stage grid-free
multi-object reconstruction in physics detectors,

graph, and image data
Friday, 23 October 2020 11:35 (20 minutes)

High-energy physics detectors, images, and point clouds share many similarities in terms of object
detection. However, while detecting an unknown number of objects in an image is well established
in computer vision, even machine learning assisted object reconstruction algorithms in particle
physics almost exclusively predict properties on an object-by-object basis.
Traditional approaches from computer vision either impose implicit constraints on the object size
or density and are not well suited for sparse detector data or rely on objects being dense and
solid. The object condensation method proposed here is independent of assumptions on object
size, sorting or object density, and further generalises to non-image-like data structures, such as
graphs and point clouds, which are more suitable to represent detector signals. The pixels or
vertices themselves serve as representations of the entire object, and a combination of learnable
local clustering in a latent space and confidence assignment allows one to collect condensates of
the predicted object properties with a simple algorithm.
The object condensation method is described and results on a simple object classification problem
in images and as well as an application to particle flow are presented.
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Quantum Generative Adversarial Networks
Thursday, 22 October 2020 09:40 (20 minutes)

In High Energy Physics (HEP), calorimeter outputs play an essential role in understanding low dis-
tance processes occurring during particle collisions. Due to the complexity of underlying physics,
the traditional Monte-Carlo simulation is computationally expensive, and thus, the HEP commu-
nity has suggested Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) for fast simulation. Meanwhile, it has
also been proposed that, in certain circumstances, simulation using GANs can itself be sped-up by
using quantum GANs (qGANs).

Our work presents two advanced prototypes of qGAN to reproduce calorimeter outputs interpreted
as pixelated images. The first model is called the dual-Parameterized Quantum Circuit (PQC) GAN,
which consists of two PQCs sharing the role of a single classical generator. The first PQC learns the
probability distribution over the images, while the second generates normalized pixel intensities
of an individual image for each PQC input. Its application in HEP demonstrates that the model can
reproduce a fixed number of images as well as their probability distribution for a reduced problem
size and allows us to scale up to real calorimeter outputs.

On the other hand, the second prototype employs a Continuous Variable (CV) approach, which
encodes quantum information in a continuous physical observable. The CV architecture has an
advantage that it allows constructing a CV neural network (CVNN) similar to the structure of a
classical fully connected layer. We built a simple binary classifier with the CVNNs to discriminate
real classical data embedded in quantum states from random fake data. Following the successful
results obtained in the CV classifier simulation, CV qGAN models are tested to generate calorimeter
outputs with a reduced size, and their limitations are discussed.
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Accelerating GAN training using distributed
tensorflow and highly parallel hardware

Thursday, 22 October 2020 10:40 (20 minutes)

Abstract

Machine Learning has been used in a wide array of areas and the necessity to make it faster while
still maintaining the accuracy and validity of the results is a growing problem for data scientists.
This work explores the Tensorflow distributed parallel strategy approach to effectively and effi-
ciently run a Generative Adversarial Network, GAN, model [1] in a parallel environment, as well
as benchmarking different types of hardware. More specifically it will use the TensorFlow’s Mir-
rored strategy to parallelize a 3D GAN on multiple GPUs and use a TPU strategy to run it on
Google’s TPUs. The present work shows two approaches to the Tensorflow mirrored strategy, one
approach uses the simplified method of parallelizing the training, where it is specified what each
GPU can see, and using the built-in logic from the Tensorflow strategy it can train the model in
parallel, and a second approach where it is used a custom training loop by manually setting the
training process, this is by manually getting the loss, updating the gradients, and the weights of
the GAN, with this, is it is possible to have higher control of the training process as well as add
further elements to each GPU work, increasing the overall speedup. For the TPUs we use the TPU
distributed strategy present in Tensorflow, applying the same approaches as described for the mir-
rored strategy. This work is validated by comparing the results obtained by the original 3DGAN
model as well as the Monte Carlo simulated data obtained from Geant4. It shows the run times
and speed-ups obtained in both types of hardware comparing both approaches.

References
[1] G. R. Khattak, S. Vallecorsa, F. Carminati and G. M. Khan, “Particle Detector Simulation using
Generative Adversarial Networks with Domain Related Constraints,” 2019 18th IEEE International
Conference On Machine Learning And Applications (ICMLA), Boca Raton, FL, USA, 2019, pp. 28-
33, doi: 10.1109/ICMLA.2019.00014.
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Invertible Networks or Partons to Detector and Back
Again

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 14:40 (20 minutes)

For simulations where the forward and the inverse directions have a physics meaning, invertible
neural networks are especially useful. A conditional INN can invert a detector simulation in terms
of high-level observables, specifically for ZW production at the LHC. It allows for a per-event
statistical interpretation. Next, we allow for a variable number of QCD jets. We unfold detec-
tor effects and QCD radiation to a pre-defined hard process, again with a per-event probabilistic
interpretation over parton-level phase space.
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DisCo: Robust Networks and automated ABCD
background estimation

Friday, 23 October 2020 15:50 (20 minutes)

With the wide use of deep learning in HEP analyses, answering questions beyond the classifica-
tion performance becomes increasingly important. One crucial aspect is ensuring the robustness
of classifier outputs against other observables - typically an invariant mass. Superior performance
in decorrelation was so far achieved by adversarial training. We show that a simple additive term
in the loss function based on a differentiable measure for independence termed distance correlation
(DisCo) can achieve state-of-the-art performance while being much simpler to train. A key exper-
imental application that relies on independent observables is the ABCD method for background
estimation. We show that DisCo can be used to automatically construct a pair of powerful and
independent classifiers that significantly improve performance in terms of ABCD closure, back-
ground rejection, and signal contamination.
Based on 2001.05310 and 2007.14400
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Lorentz Equivariant Neural Networks for Particle
Physics

Thursday, 22 October 2020 14:00 (20 minutes)

We present a new set of neural network architectures, Lorentz group covariant architectures for
learning the kinematics and properties of complex systems of particles. The novel design of this
network, called LGN (Lorentz Group Network), implements activations as vectors that transform
according to arbitrary finite-dimensional representations of the underlying symmetry group that
governs particle physics, the Lorentz group. The nonlinearity of the network is based on the tensor
product of representations of the Lorentz group. Consequently, the architecture is inherently co-
variant under Lorentz transformations and is capable of learning not only fully Lorentz-invariant
objectives such as classification probabilities, but also Lorentz-covariant vector-valued objectives
such as 4-momenta, while exactly respecting the action of the group. Imposing the symmetry
leads to a significantly smaller ansatz (fewer learnable parameters than competing non-covariant
networks), and potentially a much more interpretable model. To demonstrate the capability and
performance of this network, we study the ability to classify systems of charged and neutral par-
ticles at the Large Hadron Collider resulting from the production and decay of highly energetic
quarks and gluons. Specifically, we choose the benchmark task of classifying and discriminating
jets formed from the hadronic decays of Lorentz-boosted massive particles from the background of
light quarks and gluon jets. We show that we are able to achieve similar performance compared to
other state-of-the-art neural networks trained to perform this classification task while also main-
taining significantly broader generality regarding the structural origin of the physical processes
involved. Moreover, we present simplified invariant and covariant architectures tailored to spe-
cific tasks with 4-vector inputs, which can be trained faster and more efficiently than the general
LGN architecture.
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Improving particle-flow with deep learning
Friday, 23 October 2020 10:35 (20 minutes)

Canonical particle flow algorithm tries to estimate neutral energy deposition in calorimeter by first
performing matching between calorimeter deposits and track
direction and subsequently subtracting the track momenta from the matched cluster energy depo-
sition.
We propose a Deep Learning based method for estimating the energy fraction of individual com-
ponents for each cell of the calorimeter.
We build the dataset by a toy detector (with different resolutions per calorimeter layer) using
GEANT and apply image-based deep neural network models to regress the fraction of neutral en-
ergy per cell of the
detector. A comparison of the performance of several different models is carried out.
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Super-resolution for calorimetry
Friday, 23 October 2020 10:55 (20 minutes)

Super-resolution algorithms are commonly used to enhance the granularity of an imaging system
beyond what can be achieved using the measuring device.
We show the first application of super-resolution algorithms using deep learning-based methods
for calorimeter reconstruction using a simplified geometry consisting of overlapping showers orig-
inated by charged and neutral pions events.
The task of the presented ML algorithms is to estimate the fraction of charged and neutral energy
components for each cell of the super-calorimeter, which represents the reconstructed calorime-
ter system whose granularity is up-scaled up to a factor of 4 compared to the original one. We
show how the finer granularity can be used to unveil effects that would remain otherwise elusive,
such as the reconstructed mass of the pi0 which is strictly connected to an unbiased estimation
of the opening angle between the two photons. The performance is evaluated using several ML
algorithms, including graph- and convolutional-neural networks.
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Efficiency parametrization with Neural Networks
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 15:20 (20 minutes)

An overarching issue of LHC experiments is the necessity to produce massive numbers of sim-
ulated collision events in very restricted regions of phase space. A commonly used approach to
tackle the problem is the use of event weighting techniques where the selection cuts are replaced
by event weights constructed from efficiency parametrizations. These techniques are however lim-
ited by the underlying dependencies of these parametrizations which are typically not fully known
and thus only partially exploited.
We propose a neural network approach to learn multidimensional ratios of local densities to esti-
mate in an optimal fashion the efficiency. Graph neural network techniques are used to account
for the high dimensional correlations between different physics objects in the event. We show in
a specific toy model how this method is applicable to produce accurate efficiency maps for heavy
flavor tagging classifiers in HEP experiments, including for processes on which it was not trained.

The work is based on: https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.02665
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Graph Neural Network-based Event Classification
for Measurement of the Higgs-Top Yukawa

Interaction
Thursday, 22 October 2020 14:20 (20 minutes)

The measurement of the associated production of Higgs boson with a top-quark pair (ttH) at the
LHC provides a direct determination of the Higgs-Top Yukawa interaction. The presence of a large
number of objects in the final state makes the measurement very challenging. Multivariate Anal-
ysis methods such as Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) were used to enhance the analysis sensitivity.
However, the sensitivity gain largely depends on physics-inspired input discriminating variables,
which in practice require a significant amount of time to engineer carefully. In this presentation,
we separate ttH signal from its main background using a Graph Neural Network (GNN), in which
collision data are represented by graphs of nodes and edges. The graph representation and mes-
sage passing of the GNN make the exploitation of relational information more effective between
final state particles. We will report results using simulated events and compare GNN-based and
BDT-based event classifiers. We will also examine how well the GNN model captures relational
information in the event, which is challenging to represent in conventional BDT-based models.
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Generative Adversarial Network for Identifying the
Dark Matter Distribution of a Dwarf Spheroidal

Galaxy
Friday, 23 October 2020 14:40 (20 minutes)

We introduce a generative adversarial network for analyzing the dark matter distribution of a
dwarf spheroidal galaxy.
The mock data generator for dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the spherically symmetric case has
three functional parameters: the number density of stars, the density of dark matter, and velocity
anisotropy.
The generator will be adversarially trained on a mock dataset, which contains only the line-of-
sight information, to identify the dataset’s unknown dark matter distribution under given velocity
anisotropy.
We will explain how we implement specialized classifiers, generators cooperating with the spher-
ical Jeans equation, and regularizers to avoid less physical solutions.
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Graph Convolutional Operators in the the PyTorch
JIT

Friday, 23 October 2020 15:10 (5 minutes)

The PyTorch just-in-time (jit) compiler is a powerful tool for optimizing and serializing neural
network models. However, its range is limited by the subset of the python language that it is
restricted to and the number of tensor operations implemented in C++. These limitations were a
major blocker to using graph neural networks implemented in the geometric deep learning (GDL)
library PyTorch Geometric (PyG) at scale. In particular, models being researched needed to be re-
implemented, validated, and retrained before they could be deployed in inference as a service (IaaS)
frameworks for wider use. To solve this, the PyG framework was extended to include an automatic
analysis of user-defined convolutional operators that renders structurally identical, concrete, and
jit-compatible versions of the operator. The results of these additions are GDL models that can
seamlessly flow from research-focused workflows to development and deployment at scale with
standard IaaS infrastructure. In this presentation we will discuss the additions made to PyG to
achieve this new functionality and give examples with preliminary performance estimates of live
models in the context of high energy particle physics.
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Selective background MC simulation with graph
neural networks at Belle II

Friday, 23 October 2020 10:20 (5 minutes)

Searching for rare physics processes requires a good understanding of the
backgrounds involved. This often requires large amounts of simulated data that
are computationally expensive to produce. The Belle II collaboration is planning
to collect 50 times the amount of data of its predecessor Belle. With the
increase in data volume the necessary volume of simulated data increases as
well. Due to aggressive event selections that enrich the signal processes of
interest, much of the simulated data is thrown away.
This talk presents a method for predicting which events will be thrown away
already after the computationally less expensive event generation step. This is
achieved using graph neural networks applied to the simulated event decay tree.
Only events selected by the neural network are passed to the resource intense
detector simulation and the reconstruction step. False negatives from this
selection can lead to biases in the distributions of observables for filtered
events. Possible ways to mitigate this are also discussed.
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General recipe to form input space for deep learning
analysis of HEP scattering processes.

Thursday, 22 October 2020 11:55 (5 minutes)

The important step of the analysis of HEP scattering processes is the optimization of the input
space for multivariate technique. We propose general recipe how to form the set of low-level
observables which are sensitive to the differences in hard scattering processes at the colliders.
It will be demonstrated that without any sophisticated analysis of the kinematic properties one
can achieve close to optimal performance of DNN with the proposed general set of low-level ob-
servables. The proposed approach is already described in [Int.J.Mod.Phys.A 35 (2020) 21, 2050119,
hep-ph:2002.09350].
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Foundations of a Fast, Data-Driven,
Machine-Learned Simulator

Friday, 23 October 2020 10:00 (20 minutes)

We introduce a novel strategy for machine-learning-based predictive simulators, which can be
trained in an unsupervised manner using observed data samples to learn a predictive model of the
detector response and other difficult-to-model transformations. Particle physics detectors cannot
directly probe fundamental particle collisions. Instead, statistical inference must be used to surmise
information about the parameters of the latent theory space, ultimately determining the validity
of the theory. High-fidelity simulations, which imitate detector response, are a crucial part of this
process. However, these computationally intensive simulations have become a major bottleneck
in the pursuit of discovery. Previous machine learning based solutions to this problem seek to
replicate data for a fixed theory space, but do not attempt to learn a general mapping from the
latent theory space to detected data. Such models will only be able to augment current simulations,
limiting their scope and utility. Using Optimal Transport based machine learning techniques, we
propose a method for a data-driven, physically meaningful, machine learned simulation which
lays the framework for ultimately replacing the current computationally expensive simulations in
particle physics.
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Pixel Detector Background Generation using
Generative Adversarial Networks at Belle II

Friday, 23 October 2020 10:25 (5 minutes)

The pixel detector (PXD) is an essential part of the Belle II detector recording particle positions.
Data from the PXD and other sensors allow us to reconstruct particle tracks and decay vertices.
The effect of background noise on track reconstruction for measured data is emulated for simulated
data by a mixture of measured background noise and easily-simulated particle decays. This model
requires a large set of statistically independent PXD background noise samples in order to avoid
the systematic bias of reconstructed tracks. However, data from the fine-grained PXD requires a
substantial amount of storage. As an efficient way of producing background noise, we explore the
idea of an on-demand PXD background generator using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
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Generative models for calorimeters response
simulation - from GANs through VAE to e2e SAE

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 10:20 (20 minutes)

Simulating detectors response is a crucial task in HEP experiments. Currently employed methods,
such as Monte Carlo algorithms, provide high-fidelity results at a price of high computational cost,
especially for dense detectors such as ZDC calorimeter in ALICE experiment. Multiple attempts
are taken to reduce this burden, e.g. using generative approaches based on Generative Adversarial
Networks or Variational Autoencoders. In this talk we will present adaptation of those stat-of-
the-art methods for calorimeters response simulations. Although GANs and VAE are much faster,
they are often unstable in training and do not allow sampling from an entire data distribution. To
address these shortcomings, we introduce a novel generative model dubbed end-to-end sinkhorn
autoencoder that leverages sinkhorn algorithm to explicitly align distribution of encoded real data
examples and generated noise. More precisely, we extend autoencoder architecture by adding a
deterministic neural network trained to map noise from a known distribution onto autoencoder
latent space representing data distribution. Our method outperforms competing approaches on
the challenging dataset of simulation data from Zero Degree Calorimeters of ALICE experiment
in LHC. as well as standard benchmarks, such as MNIST and CelebA.
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Model-Independent Detection of New Physics
Signals Using Interpretable Semi-Supervised

Classifier Tests
Friday, 23 October 2020 17:15 (5 minutes)

A central goal in experimental high energy physics is to detect new physics signals that are not
explained by known physics. In this work, we aim to search for new signals that appear as devi-
ations from known Standard Model physics in high-dimensional particle physics data. To do this,
we determine whether there is any statistically significant difference between the distribution of
Standard Model background samples and the distribution of the experimental observations, which
are a mixture of the background and a potential new signal. Traditionally, one also assumes access
to a sample from a model for the hypothesized signal distribution. Here we instead investigate a
model-independent method that does not make any assumptions about the signal and uses a semi-
supervised classifier to detect the presence of the signal in the experimental data. We construct
two test statistics using the classifier: an estimated likelihood ratio test statistic and a test based
on the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Additionally, we propose a method for estimating the
signal strength parameter and explore active subspace methods to interpret the proposed semi-
supervised classifier in order to understand the properties of the detected signal. We investigate
the performance of the methods on a data set related to the search for the Higgs boson at the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. We demonstrate that the semi-supervised tests have power compara-
ble to the classical methods for a well-specified signal, but much higher power for an unexpected
signal which might be entirely missed by the supervised tests.
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Disentangling Boosted Higgs Boson Production
Modes with Machine Learning

Thursday, 22 October 2020 14:40 (5 minutes)

Higgs Bosons produced via gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) with large transverse momentum (pT ) are
sensitive probes of physics beyond the Standard Model. However, high pT Higgs Boson production
is contaminated by a diversity of production modes other than ggF: vector boson fusion, production
of a Higgs boson in association with a vector boson, and production of a Higgs boson with a top-
quark pair. Combining jet substructure and event information with modern machine learning, we
demonstrate the ability to focus on particular production modes. These tools hold great discovery
potential for boosted Higgs bosons produced via ggF and may also provide additional information
about the Higgs Boson sector of the Standard Model in extreme phase space regions for other
production modes as well.
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Anomaly Awareness for BSM Searches at the LHC
Friday, 23 October 2020 16:55 (20 minutes)

n this talk we present a new algorithm called ‘Anomaly Awareness’ (AA) to search for physics
beyond the standard model (BSM). By making the algorithm aware of the presence of a range of
different anomalies, we improve its capability to detect anomalous events, even those it had not
been exposed to. As an example, we apply this method to a boosted jet topology for BSM searches
at LHC and use it to uncover new resonances or EFT effects (based on arXiv:2007.14462 [cs.LG]).
We will discuss AA implementation using CNNs and VAEs.
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Adaptive divergence for rapid adversarial
optimization & (1 + epsilon)-class Classification: an
Anomaly Detection Method for Highly Imbalanced

or Incomplete Data Sets
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 12:20 (20 minutes)

This talk contains 2 contributions:

1) Adaptive divergence for rapid adversarial optimization.

Adversarial Optimization provides a reliable, practical way to match two implicitly defined dis-
tributions, one of which is typically represented by a sample of real data, and the other is rep-
resented by a parameterized generator. Matching of the distributions is achieved by minimizing
a divergence between these distributions, and estimation of the divergence involves a secondary
optimization task, which, typically, requires training a model to discriminate between these distri-
butions. The choice of the model has its trade-off: high-capacity models provide good estimations
of the divergence, but, generally, require large sample sizes to be properly trained. In contrast,
low-capacity models tend to require fewer samples for training; however, they might provide
biased estimations. Computational costs of Adversarial Optimization becomes significant when
sampling from the generator is expensive. One of the practical examples of such settings is fine-
tuning parameters of complex computer simulations. In this work, we introduce a novel family
of divergences that enables faster optimization convergence measured by the number of samples
drawn from the generator. The variation of the underlying discriminator model capacity during
optimization leads to a significant speed-up. The proposed divergence family suggests using low-
capacity models to compare distant distributions (typically, at early optimization steps), and the
capacity gradually grows as the distributions become closer to each other. Thus, it allows for a sig-
nificant acceleration of the initial stages of optimization. This acceleration was demonstrated on
two fine-tuning problems involving Pythia event generator and two of the most popular black-box
optimization algorithms: Bayesian Optimization and Variational Optimization. Experiments show
that, given the same budget, adaptive divergences yield results up to an order of magnitude closer
to the optimum than Jensen-Shannon divergence. While we consider physics-related simulations,
adaptive divergences can be applied to any stochastic simulation.

2) (1 + epsilon)-class Classification: an Anomaly Detection Method for Highly Imbalanced or In-
complete Data Sets

Anomaly detection is not an easy problem since distribution of anomalous samples is unknown
a priori. We explore a novel method that gives a trade-off possibility between one-class and two-
class approaches, and leads to a better performance on anomaly detection problems with small
or non-representative anomalous samples. The method is evaluated using several data sets and
compared to a set of conventional one-class and two-class approaches.
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Using an Optical Processing Unit for tracking and
calorimetry at the LHC

Thursday, 22 October 2020 11:00 (20 minutes)

Experiments at HL-LHC and beyond will have ever higher read-out rate. It is then essential to
explore new hardware paradigms for large scale computations. In this work we consider the Opti-
cal Processing Units (OPU) from LightOn, which compute random matrix multiplications on large
datasets in an analog, fast and economic way, fostering faster machine learning results on a dataset
of reduced dimension. We consider two case studies.

1) “Event classification”: high energy proton collision at the Large Hadron Collider have been
simulated, each collision being recorded as an image representing the energy flux in the detector.
The task is to train a classifier to separate a Susy signal from the background. The OPU allows
fast end-to-end classification without building intermediate objects (like jets). This technique is
presented, compared with more classical particle physics approaches.

2) “Tracking”: high energy proton collisions at the LHC yield billions of records with typically
100,000 3D points corresponding to the trajectory of 10.000 particles. Using two datasets from
previous tracking challenges, we investigate the OPU potential to solve similar or related problems
in high-energy physics, in terms of dimensionality reduction, data representation, and preliminary
results.
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Deep learning solutions for 2D calorimetric cluster
reconstruction at LHCb

Friday, 23 October 2020 11:15 (20 minutes)

Calorimetric cluster reconstruction can be performed using deep learning solutions from real-time
computer vision by casting the detector readout as a two-dimensional image. The increased lumi-
nosity expected of Run III poses unprecedented challenges to shower reconstruction at LHCb. This
work seeks to perform shower identification and energy regression under such conditions through
both convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and graph neural networks (GNNs). To this end, we
designed a CNN-based network inspired by the You Only Look Once (YOLO) architecture, capa-
ble of regressing bounding boxes and the energy associated with shower deposits. The hybrid
granularity of the calorimeter modules, however, requires regularization of the pixel grid through
up-sampling and breaks the translational invariance assumed by CNNs. The second approach in-
vestigated in this work addresses this issue by leveraging the ability demonstrated by GNNs to
learn arbitrary detector geometries without image preprocessing. In this talk, both algorithms are
validated by employing a simulated dataset loosely inspired by the LHCb electromagnetic calorime-
ter. Finally, a set of preliminary results using the LHCb Run III simulations is presented.
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Simulation-Assisted Decorrelation for Resonant
Anomaly Detection

Friday, 23 October 2020 16:35 (20 minutes)

A growing number of weak- and unsupervised machine learning approaches to anomaly detection
are being proposed to significantly extend the search program at the Large Hadron Collider and
elsewhere. One of the prototypical examples for these methods is the search for resonant new
physics, where a bump hunt can be performed in an invariant mass spectrum. A significant chal-
lenge to methods that rely entirely on data is that they are susceptible to sculpting artificial bumps
from the dependence of the machine learning classifier on the invariant mass. We explore two
solutions to this challenge by minimally incorporating simulation into the learning. In particular,
we study the robustness of Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly Detection (SALAD) to
correlations between the classifier and the invariant mass. Next, we propose a new approach that
only uses the simulation for decorrelation but the Classification without Labels (CWoLa) approach
for achieving signal sensitivity. Both methods are compared using a full background fit analysis
on simulated data from the LHC Olympics and are robust to correlations in the data.
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Decorrelation via Disentanglement
Friday, 23 October 2020 16:10 (20 minutes)

Abstract

Invariance of learned representations of neural networks against certain sensitive attributes of
the input data is a desirable trait in many modern-day applications of machine learning, such
as precision measurements in experimental high-energy physics. We propose to use the ability of
variational autoencoders to learn a disentangled latent representation to achieve the desired invari-
ance condition. The resulting latent representation may be used for arbitrary downstream tasks
without exploitation of the protected variable. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
technique on a representative study of rare B decays at the Belle II experiment.

Introduction

In searches for new physics in high-energy physics, experimental analyses are primarily concerned
with physical processes which are rare or hypothesized. To claim a statistically significant discov-
ery or exclusion of new physics when studying such decays, it is necessary to maintain an appro-
priate signal to noise ratio. However, the na\”ive application of standard classification methods is
liable to raise poorly understood systematic effects and ultimately degrade the significance of the
final measurement.

To understand the origin of these systematic effects, we note that there are certain protected vari-
ables in experimental analyses which should remain unbiased by the analysis procedure. Variables
used to parameterize proposed models of new physics and variables used to model background
contributions to the total measured event yield fall into this category. Systems responsible for
separating signal from background events achieve this by sampling events with signal-like charac-
teristics from all candidate events. If this procedure introduces sampling bias into the distribution
of protected variables, this introduces systematic effects into the analysis which are difficult to
characterize. Ultimately, we would like to build a classifier that makes decisions independently of
certain physically important observables - such that the original distribution of these observables
is preserved for any subsample of the data. This problem is commonly referred to as classifier
“decorrelation” with respect to the observables of interest.

We address this task as an optimization problem of finding a representation of the observed data
that is invariant to the given protected quantities. This representation should satisfy two compet-
ing criteria. Firstly, it should contain all relevant information about the data so that it may be used
as a proxy for arbitrary downstream tasks, such as inference of unobserved quantities or predic-
tion of target variables. Secondly, it should not be informative of the given protected quantities,
so that downstream tasks are not influenced by these variables. If the protected quantities to be
censored from the intermediate representation contain information that can improve the perfor-
mance of the downstream task, it is likely that removing this information will adversely affect this
task. The challenge lies in balancing both objectives without significantly compromising either
requirement.

This work approaches the problem from a latent variable model perspective, in which additional
unobserved variables are introduced which explain the interaction between different attributes
of the observed data. These latent variables can be interpreted as a more fundamental, lower-
dimensional representation of the original high-dimensional unstructured data. By appropriately
constraining the structure of this latent space, we demonstrate we can isolate the influence of the
protected variables into a latent subspace. This allows downstream tasks to only access a relevant
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subset of the learned representation without being influenced by protected attributes of the original
data.
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Enhancing searches for resonances with machine
learning and moment decomposition

Friday, 23 October 2020 16:30 (5 minutes)

A key challenge in searches for resonant new physics is that classifiers trained to enhance potential
signals must not induce localized structures. Such structures could result in a false signal when
the background is estimated from data using sideband methods. A variety of techniques have been
developed to construct classifiers which are independent from the resonant feature (often a mass).
Such strategies are sufficient to avoid localized structures, but are not necessary. We develop a
new set of tools using a novel moment loss function (Moment Decomposition or Mode) which
relax the assumption of independence without creating structures in the background. By allowing
classifiers to be more flexible, we enhance the sensitivity to new physics without compromising
the fidelity of the background estimation.
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Black-Box Optimization with Local Generative
Surrogates

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 11:20 (20 minutes)

We propose a novel method for gradient-based optimization of black-box simulators using dif-
ferentiable local surrogate models. In fields such as physics and engineering, many processes are
modeled with non-differentiable simulators with intractable likelihoods. Optimization of these for-
ward models is particularly challenging, especially when the simulator is stochastic. To address
such cases, we introduce the use of deep generative models to iteratively approximate the simula-
tor in local neighborhoods of the parameter space. We demonstrate that these local surrogates can
be used to approximate the gradient of the simulator, and thus enable gradient-based optimization
of simulator parameters. In cases where the dependence of the simulator on the parameter space is
constrained to a low dimensional submanifold, we observe that our method attains minima faster
than baseline methods, including Bayesian optimization, numerical optimization, and approaches
using score function gradient estimators.
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Fast simulation of Time Projection Chamber
response at MPD using GANs

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 11:10 (5 minutes)

NICA accelerator complex is currently being assembled in JINR (Dubna) to perform studies of
heavy-ion collisions and explore new regions of the QCD phase diagram. Located at one of the
two interaction points of the facility, the Multi-Purpose Detector (MPD) will utilize the Time-
Projection Chamber (TPC) as the main tracker of the detector’s central barrel. TPC consists of a
gas-filled detection volume in a uniform electric field with a 2D position-sensitive electron collec-
tion system. Combining the 2D position information with the drift time information, TPC allows
to reconstruct the 3D coordinate of the original electron clusters and hence measure the charged
particle’s trajectory.

Accurately simulating TPC is computationally heavy. A typical heavy-ion collision event is ex-
pected to take about 25 seconds to simulate with the available resources. In this work we propose
a fast-simulation model based on a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to generate raw TPC
signals. Preliminary studies show that our model can produce high-fidelity results in under one
second per collision.
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Domain Adaptation Techniques in Particle
Identification for the ALICE experiment

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 11:15 (5 minutes)

Classifying particle types on the basis of detectors response is a fundamental task in the ALICE
experiment. Methods currently employed in this job are based on linear classifiers which are built
on Monte Carlo simulation data, due to lack of labels (pdg code) in case of production data and
require manual fine tuning to match latter data set distribution. This calibration is performed by
highly experienced high energy physicists, often conducted as an iterative process which is time
consuming. In this work, we present a proof-of-concept solution for Particle Identification (PID).
The main component of this solution is a Classifier with Domain Adaptation model based on Do-
main Adversarial Neural Networks (DANN). Proposed model utilizes both Monte Carlo-generated
and production data during training process despite the lack of labels in case of the latter data set.
Such approach allows model to find such complex attributes in the common latent space, which
mitigate domain shift between two data sources. Therefore, when training the model to perform
classification of particles using simulation data, we do it on the basis of attributes which are valid
also in real experimental data.
The main advantage of proposed model is improved classification quality on the production data,
despite lack of manual calibration.
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Using Machine Learning to Speed Up and Improve
Detector R&D

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 11:40 (20 minutes)

Design of new experiments, as well as upgrade of ongoing ones, is a
continuous process in the experimental high energy physics.
Frontier R&Ds are used to squeeze the maximum physics performance using cutting edge detector
technologies.
The evaluation of physics performance for a particular configuration
includes sketching this configuration in Geant, simulating typical
signals and backgrounds, applying reasonable reconstruction
procedures, combining results in physics performance metrics.
Since the best solution is a trade-off between different kinds of
limitations, a quick turn over is necessary
to evaluate physics performance for different techniques in different configurations.
Two typical problems which slow down the evaluation of physics performance
for particular approaches to calorimeter detector technologies and
configurations are:
- Emulating particular detector properties including raw detector
response together with a signal processing chain to adequately
simulate a calorimeter response for different signal and background
conditions. This includes combining detector properties obtained from the general Geant sim-
ulation with properties obtained from different kinds of bench and beam tests of detector and
electronics prototypes.
- Building an adequate reconstruction algorithm for physics
reconstruction of the detector response which is reasonably tuned
to extract most of the performance provided by the given detector
configuration.

Being approached from the first principles, both problems require
significant development efforts. Fortunately, both problems may be
addressed by using modern machine learning approaches, that allow
combining available details of the detector techniques into
corresponding higher level physics performance in a semi-automated way.

In the presentation, we discuss the use of advanced machine learning techniques to speed up and
improve the precision of the detector development and optimisation cycle, with an emphasis on
the experience and practical results obtained by applying this approach to optimising the electro-
magnetic calorimeter design as a part of the upgrade project for the LHCb detector at LHC.
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Bayesian Neural Networks for Predictions from High
Dimensional Theories

Thursday, 22 October 2020 14:45 (20 minutes)

One of the goals of current particle physics research is to obtain evidence of physics beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) at accelerators such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The searches for
new physics are often guided by BSM theories that depend on many unknown parameters, which
makes testing their predictions computationally challenging. Bayesian neural networks (BNN)
can map the parameter space of these theories to a meaningful distribution of observables. We
describe a new package called TensorBNN, built on Tensorflow and Tensorflow Probability, which
implements Bayesian neural networks. The utility of TensorBNN is illustrated by modeling the
predictions of the phenomenological Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (pMSSM), a BSM
theory with 19 free parameters. The predicted quantities are cross sections for arbitrary pMSSM
parameter points, the mass of the associated lightest neutral Higgs boson, and the theoretical
viability of the parameter points. All three quantities are modeled with average percent errors of
3.3% or less and in a time orders of magnitude shorter than the supersymmetry codes from which
the results are derived [1]. The posterior densities, provided as point clouds, provide meaningful
Bayesian confidence intervals for the predictions, further demonstrating the potential for machine
learning to accurately model the mapping from the high dimensional spaces of BSM theories to
their predictions.

[1] B. S. Kronheim, M. P. Kuchera, H. B. Prosper, A. Karbo, Bayesian Neural Networks for Fast
SUSY Predictions, 2020. arXiv:2007.04506.
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GPU and FPGA as a Service for Machine Learning
Inference Accelerations

Friday, 23 October 2020 15:15 (5 minutes)

The data rate may surge after some planned upgrades for the high-luminosity Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) and accelerator-based neutrino experiments. Since there is no enough storage to save
all of the data, there is a challenging demand to process and filter billions of events in real-time.
Machine learning algorithms are becoming increasingly prevalent in the particle reconstruction
pipeline. Specially designed hardware can significantly accelerate the machine learning inference
time compared to CPUs. Thus, we propose a heterogeneous computing framework called the Ser-
vices for Optimized Network Inference on Coprocessors (SONIC) to accelerate machine learning
inferences with various coprocessors. With a unified interface, the framework conveniently pro-
vides GPU as a service, using either the Nvidia Triton framework or the Microsoft Brainwave
service as the backend. It also features the first open-source FPGA-as-a-service toolkit, using ei-
ther our hls4ml framework or the Xilinx ML Suite as the backend. We demonstrated that our
method could speed up one classification and two regression problems in the LHC experiments
and ProtoDUNE-SP. By providing coprocessors as a service, our work may assist various other
computing workflows across science.
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ratory); ACOSTA FLECHAS, Maria (Fermi National Accelerator Lab. (US)); TRAHMS, Matthew (UW
ACME Lab); LIU, Mia; WANG, Michael (Fermi National Accelerator Lab. (US)); SUAYSOM, Natchanon
(University of Washington (US)); TRAN, Nhan Viet (Fermi National Accelerator Lab. (US)); HARRIS,
Philip (Unknown); HAUCK, Scott (University of Washington); HSU, Shih-Chieh (University of Wash-
ington Seattle (US)); HO, Ta-Wei (National Tsing Hua University (TW)); KLIJNSMA, Thomas (Fermi
National Accelerator Lab. (US)); YANG, Tingjun (Fermi National Accelerator Lab. (US)); HAWKS, Ben-
jamin (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory); Dr HOLZMAN, Burt (Fermi National Accelerator Lab.
(US)); RANKIN, Dylan Sheldon (Massachusetts Inst. of Technology (US)); DINSMORE, Jack
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Structured models of objects, relations, and physics
Tuesday, 20 October 2020 15:00 (1 hour)

Presenter: Dr BATTAGLIA, Peter (DeepMind)
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End-to-End, Machine Learning-based Data
Reconstruction for Particle Imaging Neutrino

Detectors
Tuesday, 20 October 2020 16:45 (45 minutes)

With firm evidence of neutrino oscillation and measurements of mixing parameters, neutrino ex-
periments are entering the high precision measurement era. The detector is becoming larger and
denser to gain high statistics of measurements, and detector technologies evolve toward particle
imaging, essentially a hi-resolution “camera”, in order to capture every single detail of particles
produced in a neutrino interaction. The forefront of such detector technologies is a Liquid Ar-
gon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC), which is capable of recording images of charged particle
tracks with breathtaking resolution. Such detailed information will allow LArTPCs to perform
accurate particle identification and calorimetry, making it the detector of choice for many current
and future neutrino experiments. However, analyzing hi-resolution imaging data can be challeng-
ing, requiring the development of many algorithms to identify and assemble features of the events
in order to reconstruct neutrino interactions. In the recent years, we have been investigating a
new approach using deep neural networks (DNNs), a modern solution to a pattern recognition for
image-like data in the field of Computer Vision. A modern DNN can be applied for various types
of problems such as data reconstruction tasks including interaction vertex identification, pixel
clustering, particle type and flow reconstruction. In this talk I will discuss the challenges of data
reconstruction for imaging detectors, recent work and future plans for developing a full LArTPC
data reconstruction chain using DNNs.

Presenter: TERAO, kazuhiro (Stanford University)
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Solving Inverse Problems with Invertible Neural
Networks

Tuesday, 20 October 2020 14:00 (45 minutes)

Interpretable models are a hot topic in neural network research. My talk will look on interpretabil-
ity from the perspective of inverse problems, where one wants to infer backwards from observa-
tions to the hidden characteristics of a system. I will focus on three aspects: reliable uncertainty
quantification, outlier detection, and disentanglement into meaningful features. It turns out that
invertible neural networks – networks that work equally well in the forward and inverse direc-
tion – are great tools for that kind of analysis: They act as non-linear generalizations of classical
methods like PCA and ICA. Examples from physics, medicine, and computer vision demonstrate
the practical utility of the new method.

Presenter: KOETHE, Ullrich (Visual Learning Lab Heidelberg)
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Neural Network Pruning:� from over-parametrized
to under-parametrized networks

Wednesday, 21 October 2020 17:00 (30 minutes)

This talk will provide an introduction to the concept of over-parametrization in neural networks
and the associated benefits that have been identified from the theoretical and empirical standpoints.
It will then present the practice of pruning as both a practical engineering intervention to reduce
model size and a scientific tool to investigate the behavior and trainability of compressed mod-
els under the “lottery ticket hypothesis” (Frankle and Carbin, 2018). Finally, it will demonstrate
features for tensor and neural network pruning in PyTorch.

Presenter: Dr PAGANINI, Michela (Facebook AI Research)
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Deep Learning @ LHC: An ATLAS Perspective
Tuesday, 20 October 2020 16:00 (45 minutes)

6 Years after first demonstration of Deep Learning in HEP, the LHC community has explored a
broad range of applications aiming for better, cheaper, faster, and easier solutions that ultimately
extend the physics reach of the experiments and over come HL-LHC computing challenges. I’ll
present a snapshot of where the ATLAS experiment currently stands in adoption of Deep Learning
and suggest where it may go.

Presenter: FARBIN, Amir (University of Texas at Arlington (US))
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Deep Dive on Graph Networks for Learning
Simulation (Deep Mind)

Thursday, 22 October 2020 16:00 (1 hour)

(first 10’ missing on the recording, sorry)

Presenter: SANCHEZ-GONZALEZ, Alvaro (DeepMind)
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Tracking GNNWalk Through
Thursday, 22 October 2020 17:00 (1 hour)
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(Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. (US))
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Zenseact : Deep learning and computer vision for
self-driving cars

Tuesday, 20 October 2020 11:25 (30 minutes)

(no recording)

The mission of Zenseact is to develop a world-leading software platform for autonomous driving,
with the main goal to dramatically reduce the number of traffic accidents in the world. I will discuss
how we use deep learning and computer vision to reach this goal, and some of the challenges we
face. I will also discuss the ongoing research collaboration between Zenseact and the hls4ml-team
at CERN concerning compression and deployment techniques for fast deep learning inference

Presenter: PETERSSON, Christoffer
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Machine Learning in Procter and Gamble
Tuesday, 20 October 2020 10:25 (30 minutes)

(no recording)

Procter & Gamble (P&G) is one of the oldest and largest “consumer goods” companies in the world.
It is present in about 180 markets, with operations in 70 countries and almost 100 thousand em-
ployes. Machine Learning models created by the P&G Data Scientists support every aspect of this
global business, from R&D, to shipment to marketing. The Data Science teams in the company
have a strong representation of HEP/CERN alumni. In this talk I will review some examples of
ML applied to commercial problems, emphasizing the differences between industry and academia,
and the unique strengths that HEP-trained data scientist can contribute.

Presenter: FLORIS, Michele (University of Derby (GB))
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Using Topological Data Analysis to Disentangle
Complex Data Sets

Tuesday, 20 October 2020 10:55 (30 minutes)

A recent new branch of the, currently called AI, is the Topological Data Analysis (TDA). TDA
was born as an extension of algebraic topology to discrete data and, therefore, is a combination of
algebraic topology, geometry, statistics and computational methods. According to E. Munch TDA
comprises “a collection of powerful tools that can quantify shape and structure in data in order to
answer questions from the data’s domain.” The key idea of TDA is that “data has shape and shape
has meaning”, the shape can be quantified via topological signatures. Topological signatures lead
to topological invariants, and such invariants enable greater understanding of the relationships
in—and transformations of—real data.
There are three main streams in TDA: (1) persistent homology and its extension; (2) Mapper; (3)
Morse-Smale complex analysis. We will focus on Mapper as one of the most effective and
computationally efficient tools in the realm of TDA. Mapper could be seen as an extension of
cluster analysis and, due to its flexibility can be adapted to a number of different applications. An
introduction to Mapper with some practical real world application is the main topic of our
presentation.

Presenter: SANARICO, Maurizio (SDG Group)
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Introduction
Tuesday, 20 October 2020 10:00 (15 minutes)

Presenters: WULZER, Andrea (CERN and EPFL); ROUSSEAU, David (LAL-Orsay, FR); INNOCENTI,
Gian Michele (CERN); MONETA, Lorenzo (CERN); Dr VISCHIA, Pietro (Universite Catholique de
Louvain (UCL) (BE)); TORRE, Riccardo (CERN); AKAR, Simon (University of Cincinnati (US))
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CERN Knowledge Transfer
Tuesday, 20 October 2020 10:15 (10 minutes)
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Conclusion and wrap-up
Friday, 23 October 2020 17:20 (10 minutes)
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FastCaloGAN: a tool for fast simulation of the ATLAS
calorimeter system with Generative Adversarial

Networks
Wednesday, 21 October 2020 11:00 (5 minutes)

Building on the recent success of deep learning algorithms, Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) are exploited for modelling the response of the ATLAS detector calorimeter of different
particle types; simulating calorimeter showers for photons, electrons and pions over a range of
energies (between 256 MeV and 4 TeV) in the full detector η range. The properties of showers in
single-particle events and of jets in di-jets events are compared with full detector simulation per-
formed by GEANT4. The good performance of FastCaloGAN demonstrates the potential of GANs
to perform a fast calorimeter simulation for the ATLAS experiment.

Primary author: FAUCCI GIANNELLI, Michele (INFN e Universita Roma Tor Vergata (IT))
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